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Abstract—This paper proposes new approaches for underlay
device-to-device (D2D) communication in spectrum-shared heterogeneous cellular networks. It considers devices that share
downlink resources and have an enabled D2D feature to improve
coverage. The mode of operation classifies devices according to
their experienced base station (BS) coverage, potential to be
served by BS, ability of BS to meet their quality of service
(QoS), and their downlink resources occupancy. The initiation
of D2D cooperation is conditioned on proposed provisional
access by an active device, wherein its serving BS attempts
to meet its QoS using as low number of spectrum channels
as possible, while treating remaining channels for feasible D2D
cooperation. Detailed formulations for the mode of operation
and a proposed D2D path allocation scheme are presented under
perfect and imperfect operation scenarios. The developed results
are generally applicable for any performance metric and network
model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Device-to-Device (D2D) communication has been considered as a promising scheme in future generations of cellular
networks [1]. It can be operated either on licensed cellular
spectrum (i.e., in-band) or on unlicensed spectrum (i.e., outband), where the latter can be subject to uncontrolled interference. D2D technology can offload traffic from the serving
BS, thereby reducing the centralized processing as well as
decreasing energy consumption of the serving BS [2], [3].
However, there are many technical challenges that need to be
tackled to ensure a successful operation of D2D technology
within future cellular architectures.
Among the technical challenges that face D2D communication in cellular networks are the need for improved interference
management, efficient power control, mode selection, and
sophisticated allocation of spectrum resources [3]. The issue
of resource allocation and interference mitigation has been
addressed between cellular paths and D2D paths, cellular
paths alone, or D2D paths alone. For instance, with full
knowledge channel state information (CSI) of all cellular links
at the serving BS, the cellular-to-D2D interference in downlink
may be managed using transmit beamforming [4]. The works
in [5]–[6] proposed interference-limited schemes to manage
interference from cellular paths to D2D path, while meeting
certain quality targets. In addition, different algorithms for
resources distribution and/or optimization for D2D communication have been addressed for various objectives, wherein the
adopted approaches for solutions range from basic models [8]
to complicated models [9], [10].

A part from complicated formulations that demands unique
processing load, and different from the previous works that
utilize applied mathematical theories to analyze resource or
interference management in cellular networks with D2D communication, this paper develops new approaches that address
many practical constraints and allow for the concurrent operation of existing cellular users and an underlay D2D system
on the licensed downlink. The developed approaches herein
jointly treat the issues of devices mode selection, interference
mitigation, and resource allocation for underlay D2D communication. It takes into consideration that an authorized cellular
device attempts to receive service from its serving BS, and
that the establishment of D2D cooperation is conditioned on
active devices condition. Herein, the D2D service is adaptively
managed such that the served device by the BS attempts
to first meet its required QoS, and then it can utilize the
remaining unused spectrum bands (channels) to serve other
active device(s), which can not be served by BS, through
direct D2D link(s). Capitalizing on the findings in [11], which
investigated the impact of user identities and their access
conditions in the context of closed small-cell networks, and the
improved interference-free resource allocation proposals for
coordinated multiuser open-access small cells in [12], various
operational and design aspects for a suitable D2D cooperation
path that can meet specific design targets at the served device
are then developed and quantified.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model and mode of operation. Section III
describes the classes of devices and their associated channels.
Section IV presents the scheme for D2D path identification
under perfect and imperfect operations. Section V discusses
selected numerical results, and Section VI contains the concluding remarks.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND M ODE OF O PERATION
A. Overview of System Model
The system model under consideration treats a macrocell
coverage area as part of a cellular system. Active users devices
are unconditionally authorized to access licensed spectrum
resources, which can be in the form of physical channels
as in orthogonal-frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
system. Moreover, to overcome the occasions of BS service
interruption or macrocell poor coverage, authorized devices are
allowed to initiate D2D cooperation whenever these links are

Classification of devices within the coverage area of interest

Figure 1. Classes of devices for potential D2D communication in the
macrocell coverage area.

realizable. These D2D links can be established using the same
resources that are available to the serving BS. The possible
D2D links between devices may be suitable to provide service
to devices whose QoS demand from the BS undergoes deep
degradation or they are not permitted to access BS resources
at a particular time. Moreover, they are established to transfer
data between devices without the need to overload BS.
The coverage area of the macrocell contains a variable
number of M authorized devices, which can be randomly
distributed inside the macrocell coverage space according to
a 2-D point distribution, such as Poisson point field1 . The
devices can potentially be assigned any of the downlink
cellular resources by the serving BS. The number of them,
denoted by N , is assumed to be known to all authorized nodes.
B. Mode of Operation
During a particular service time, the authorized active devices cooperate with their serving BS to meet their individual
QoS demands. Accordingly, these devices can be classified
into two groups, as shown in Fig. 1. The first group contains
devices that are in the range of good BS coverage, whereas
the second group contains devices that experience poor BS
coverage.
Due to constraints that can be imposed on the number of
supported devices and/or the maximum data rate that can be
transferred by the serving BS during a service time, some of
devices that experience good BS coverage may not be granted
service by BS. Moreover, other devices that experience good
BS coverage and permitted to access BS resources are served
to use a minimal number of channels to meet their individual
QoS demands. In the later case, if the BS meets a device QoS
demand, the device is permitted to treat its unused channels
to serve D2D communication. This approach can facilitate
the processing load at devices since the engagement with
1 The spatial locations of advices can be effectively captured through largescale fading models associated with channel gains, which count for relative
wave propagation separations between transceivers.

the serving BS and the support of D2D cooperation can be
managed on orthogonal domains.
An active device will not support D2D cooperation if the BS
can not meet its downlink QoS demand or if the BS needs to
use all available channels to satisfy its QoS demand. Therefore,
a device that is fully served by BS will have a variable number
of channels that can exploited for D2D communication.
The D2D mode discovery operation starts from a device
whose QoS can be met by BS, which belongs to the first
class of devices, as in Fig. 1. This device broadcasts a control
message within its D2D coverage to indicate that it can serve
other devices that are not served by BS. A device whose QoS is
not met through the serving BS can be in the groups of devices
that either experience poor BS coverage, whose request for
service are blocked at the serving BS, or whose QoS limit is
not met even with the use of all channels, which represent the
second class of devices in Fig. 1. Such a device then broadcasts
a control message to request a D2D service. Then, a device
from the second class will wait for acknowledgment (ACK)
response(s) from any close device(s) from the first class to
confirm the availability for D2D cooperation.
If a device from the second class does not receive any ACK
massage, it has to wait for a new service time and restart
the search for downlink service by first coordinating with the
serving BS. On the other hand, if it receives at least one
ACK message, it starts to collect channel state information
(CSI) associated with feasible device(s) from the first class.
It will be used to identify the most suitable device and its
associated channel to establish a desired D2D path according
to the adopted D2D path identification scheme.
III. D EVICES AND C HANNELS FOR D2D C OOPERATION
This Section develops precise models to define the sets of
devices in the two classes described above. Moreover, the set
of unused channels per an active device from the first class,
which can potentially support D2D cooperation is quantified.
A. Classes of Active Devices
Based on the discussions in subsection II-B, let M1 and
M2 be disjoint sets, which contain the indexes of devices
that belong to the first class and second class of devices,
respectively. It follows that M ≥ |M1 | + |M2 |. Moreover, the
devices whose indexes in M
into three disjoint
S2 are partitioned
S
sets, namely M2 = M2,1 M2,2 M2,3 . The subset M2,1
contains indexes of devices that undergo poor coverage of the
serving BS, M2,2 contains devices whose service requests to
the serving BS are blocked, and M2,3 contains devices whose
QoS demands are not met by the serving BS even when all
channels are used. The following discussions are divided into
two subparts, which explain operation conditions of devices
in M1 and M2 , respectively.
1) Devices in M1 : To have m1 ∈ M1 , the m1 th device has
to meet several conditions. First, it should be within the good
coverage of BS. Second, it has to be one the devices whose
downlink service request is not blocked by BS. Third, its QoS
demand can be met through downlink service from BS. And

finally, it has unused channels that can be utilized to support
D2D cooperation. Therefore, after utilizing the independence
between the preceding conditions, the likelihood of m1 ∈ M1
can be expressed as
Pr{m1 ∈ M1 } = Pr{e
sm1 > semin }(1 − pblock )

× Pr C m1 ≥ Cth,m1 & 1 ≤ Nm1 ≤ N − 1 ,

(1)

where sem1 , Pt,0 |hm1 ,0 |2 d−α
m1 ,0 is the received coverage
power level that is observed at the m1 th device from the
serving BS, in which Pt,0 is an average coverage signaling
power that is broadcasted by the serving BS, hm1 ,0 is a
complex-valued Gaussian random variable, and it represents
the channel gain of the link between the BS and the m1 th
device, |hm1 ,0 |2 follows an exponential distribution of mean
value E{|hm1 ,0 |2 } = Ωm1 ,0 , where E{·} refers to the statistical expectation of the quantity between brackets. Moreover, the
term dm1 ,0 is the spatial distance between the BS and the m1 th
device, and α is the associated path loss exponent. Moreover,
the term semin in (1) is a design parameter that represents the
minimal threshold of sem1 to be within an acceptable coverage
range of BS coverage. Moreover, the term pblock refers to the
service blockage probability when the m1 th device attempts
to request downlink service from BS, which is related to the
adopted traffic model. The term Nm1 in (1) refers to the
number of used channels by the m1 th device, and C m1 is
defined as
C m1 ,

Nm1

Nm1

X

X

n=1

Cm1 ,n =

log2 (1 + γm1 ,n ),

(2)

n=1

which represents the aggregate capacity at the m1 th device (in
bit/s/Hz), and Cth,m1 represents the capacity threshold (i.e.,
QoS demand) at the m1 th device. The term γm1 ,n refers to
the received SINR at the m1 th device from the serving BS
over the over nth channel, which can be defined as
sD,m1 ,n
γm1 ,n =
,
(3)
sI,m1 ,n + σ 2
where sD,m1 ,n , Pt |hD,m1 ,n |2 d−α
m1 ,0 is the received desired power at the m1 th device on the nth channel, in
which Pt refers to the average transmit power of data
symbol, and hD,m1 ,n is the associated channel gain with
|hD,m1 ,n |2 follows an exponential distribution of an average value E{|hD,m1 ,n |2 } = ΩD,m1 ,n . In (3), the term
PK
2 −αI,j
sI,m1 ,n =
j=1 Pt |hI,j,m1 ,n | dI,j,m1 is the aggregate interference power that is observed at the m1 th device on
the nth channel, which is a superposition of interference
powers observed due to the concurrent service that are
granted to K nearby active devices on the same nth channel, wherein {|hI,j,m1 ,n |2 }K
j=1 are statistically independent
exponentially distributed random variables of mean values
E{|hI,j,m1 ,n |2 } = ΩI,j,m1 ,n 2 , and σ 2 is the average power
2 It

is worth mentioning that the developments in this paper are broadly
applicable for any channel gains models for the desired link as well as
interference sources. The models described herein are used as examples for
tractable treatment.

of the background white noise. The statistics of γm1 ,n can be
obtained as
Pr{γm1 ,n < x}
 
= EsI,m1 ,n Pr sD,m1 ,n < x(y + σ 2 )|sI,m1 ,n = y

. (4)

The last term in (1) can be further quantified as follows

Pr C m1 ≥ Cth,m1 & 1 ≤ Nm1 ≤ N − 1
=

N
−1
X


Pr C m1 ≥ Cth,m1 |Nm1 = n Pr {Nm1 = n} . (5)

n=1

Note that the device that satisfies (5) will have its index
belongs to M1 as long as the number of used channels is
below N , which are the cases described above. If the device
needs to use all channels in order to meet its QoS demand,
then it will not belong to M1 (nor to M2 , as will be discussed
below) as it will have no remaining channels to support D2D
cooperation but has its QoS demand be satisfied from the
serving BS using all available channels.
2) Devices in M2 :S The device
whose index belongs to
S
the set M2 = M2,1 M2,2 M2,3 (as stated above), say
the m2 th device, has different likelihoods to be in M2 .
Specifically, for indexes of devices that belong to the subset
M2,1 , the likelihood that m2 ∈ M2,1 can be expressed as
Pr{m2 ∈ M2,1 } = Pr{e
sm2 < semin },

(6)

which refers to the device that receives a coverage signaling power below the minimal required limit, semin , to be
within a good coverage of BS. Moreover, the likelihood that
m2 ∈ M2,2 , which models the case when the m2 device
experiences acceptable BS coverage but it is blocked from
receiving service from BS, can be expressed as
Pr{m2 ∈ M2,2 } = Pr{e
sm2 > semin }pblock .

(7)

Finally, the likelihood that m2 ∈ M2,3 , which characterizes
the case that the m2 th device experiences acceptable coverage
from the serving BS, its service request is not blocked by the
BS, but its requested data rate can not be met even when all
channels are used, can be expressed as
Pr{m2 ∈ M2,3 }
= Pr{e
sm2 > semin }(1 − pblock )Pr{C m2 < Cth,m2 & Nm2 = N },
(8)
where the last term to the right of the equity sign in (8) can
be quantified as

Pr C m2 < Cth,m2 & Nm2 = N
(N
)
X
= Pr
Cm2 ,n < Cth,m2 Pr {Nm2 = N } .
(9)
n=1

B. Establishing D2D Path
For the jth device of interest from M2 , it will ideally
observe a number of |M1 | devices that can support its request
for D2D communication. However, the success rate for a
device from from M1 for D2D support has to consider its

ability the to transfer ACK message to the jth device, thereby
indicating its readiness for D2D cooperation.
Let M1,j ⊂ M1 be a subset of devices that are ready to
support D2D cooperation with the jth device, it follows that

if it is found that the aggregate capacity
not met even with
PN is
−1
the use of all channels (i.e., case of r=1 Cm,r < Cth,m ).
The statistics of |Nm | at the mth device can now be
expressed as

pm1 ,j = Pr{m1 ∈ M1 & ACK is successful}

Pr{|Nm | = n} = Pr{Nm = N − n},

= Pr{m1 ∈ M1 }pACK,m1 ,j

(10)

where pACK,m1 ,j refers to the likelihood that ACK message
is delivered successfully to the jth device. The statistics of
|M1,j | can be now expressed as
e−λ λm0
,
m0 !
PM
which provides a tight result with λ , m1 =1 pm1 ,j .
Pr{|M1,j | = m0 } '

(11)

C. Channels at Served Devices
For a device that belongs to M1,j ⊂ M1 , say the m1 th
device, the unused channels after the establishment of an acceptable downlink QoS with the serving BS, which is denoted
by Lm = N − Nm1 , can take values on {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1}.
However, the event Lm1 = 0 indicates that the device can not
be in M1 (nor in M1,j ) because it can not support D2D
cooperation (i.e., number of used channels is Nm = N ).
Moreover, the event Lm = N is not applicable since it
indicates that the device is not active (i.e., number of used
channels for BS service is Nm = 0). Let the set Nm be
the indexes of remaining channels that can be used at the
m1 th device, whose index belongs to M1,j , to support D2D
cooperation, where |Nm | , Lm .
The process starts with the first channel that can be chosen
arbitrary (requires no pre-processing or channel monitoring) or
based on large-scale channel quality of channels (require longterm prediction of channel conditions). If it is found that the
supported capacity on that channel Cm,1 is above the requested
demand Cth,m , the process will be terminated and the number
of unused channels becomes Lm = N − 1. Otherwise, an
additional channel is exploited to improve the supported QoS,
and if the resulting aggregate capacity C m = Cm,1 + Cm,2
is above Cth,m while Cm,1 < Cth,m , the process will be
terminated and the resulting number of unused channels will
be Lm = N − 2.
At the nth processing stage, for n = 3 . . . , N − 1, a total
of
QoS demand (i.e.,
Pnn channels are needed to meetPthe
n−1
r=1 Cm,r < Cth,m , and
r=1 Cm,r > Cth,m ) provided that
hence, the number of unused channels will be Lm = N −n. If
it is found that the aggregate capacity after
the (N −1)st stage
PN −1
does not the required threshold (i.e., r=1 Cm,r < Cth,m ),
the BS attempts to meet the device QoS demand by exploiting
the last available channel. In this case, this device index can
not be in set M1 because Lm = 0, and hence, it can not
support D2D cooperation (i.e., number of used channels is
Nm = N ). Moreover, it can neither be in set M2 even if the
aggregate
of all channels (i.e., case
PN capacity is met with the
Puse
N −1
of r=1 Cm,r > Cth,m while r=1 Cm,r < Cth,m ). However, the index of the device will be classified into subset M2,3

(12)

wherein
Pr{|Nm | = n}

nP
o
N −1

Pr
C
<
C
,

m,r
th,m


n Pr=1


N −n−1
Pr
Cm,r < Cth,m
r=1
=
o
P

N −n

&
C
≥
C
,

m,r
th,m


 r=1 C

th,m
Pr γm,1 ≥ 2
−1 ,

n=0
.
0<n<N −1
N −1

Note that the set of remaining physical channels at the m1 th
device from the set M1,j as seen by jth device from the
set M2 is determined according to the m1 th device channels
availability since the jth device can only wait for receiving
data through D2D links, and hence, all its channels are treated
as unused channels. Therefore, Nm is independent of the index
of the potential device to be served through D2D links (i.e.,
the jth device).
The developed results above will be utilized in the following
Section, which treats the proposed scheme for a suitable D2D
path identification.
IV. J OINT I NTERFERENCE M ITIGATION AND D ESIRED
L INK I MPROVEMENT
This section presents a scheme that can benefit from the
availability of multiple devices in the set M1,j (if any) to
reduce the effect of interference while exploiting the channels
associated with the identified device (if any) to maximize
the received desired power at the served device. The analysis covers perfect and imperfect operations in two separate
subsections below.
A. Perfect Path Identification
For the devices whose indexes are in M1,j , and for
given |M1,j | = m0 , define sI,(m0 ),n,j ≥ sI,(m0 −1),k,j ≥
0
· · · ≥ sI,(1),n,j that is obtained by arranging {sI,m,n,j }m
m=1
according to their strengths. It follows that sI,(1),n,j =
min {sI,1,n,j , sI,2,n,j , . . . , sI,m0 ,n,j } . The identification of
suitable channel will be performed based on the set
N(1) , which includes the indexes of unused channels
by the identified device. It aims to maximize the desired power level at the served jth device. Hence, for
given |N(1) | = n(1) , and based on sD,(1),(n(1) ),j ≥
sD,(1),(n(1) −1),j ≥ · · · ≥ sD,(1),(1),j , it can be written that
sD,(1),(n(1) ),j = max{sD,(1),1,j , sD,(1),2,j , . . . , sD,(1),n(1) ,j }.
The received SINR at the jth device can now be expressed
as
sD,(1),(n(1) ),j
.
(13)
γSINR,j =
sI,(1),(n(1) ),j + σ 2
Note that sD,(1),(n(1) ),j does not achieve any gain from the
advice identification. Likewise, sI,(1),(n(1) ),j does not benefit

from the desired power improvement through channel identification. The statistics of γSINR,j is this case can be expressed
as

Pr γSINR,j < x||M1,j | = m0 , |N(1) | = n(1)
n
o
= E Pr{sD,(1),(n(1) ),j < x(y + σ 2 )|sI,(1),(n(1) ),j = y} ,
(14)
where the term Pr{sD,(1),(n(1) ),j < t} in (14) can be obtained
as
n(1)
n
o
Y 
Pr sD,(1),(n(1) ),j < t =
Pr sD,(1),n0 ,j < t . (15)
n0 =1

In addition, the distribution of sI,(1),(n(1) ),j for given |M1,j | =
m0 and |N(1) | = n(1) , which is needed to compute the
expectation operator in (14), can be expressed as
m0 
o
X
d n
Pr sI,m00 ,(n(1) ),j < t
fsI,(1),(n(1) ),j (t) =
dt
m00 =1
m
0
h
n
oi
Y
1 − Pr sI,m0 ,(n(1) ),j < t
(16)
×
m0 =1

|{z}

m0 6=m00

B. Imperfect Path Identification
This subsection quantifies the effect of imperfect D2D
path identification on the received SINR at the served jth
device. Specifically, based on sI,(m0 ),n,j ≥ sI,(m0 −1),k,j ≥
· · · ≥ sI,(1),n,j , for given |M1,j | = m0 , after arranging
?
0
{sI,m,n,j }m
m=1 , the device whose index is m may be identi?
fied to serve the jth user, for 1 ≤ m ≤ m0 . The best scenario
0
is when m? = 1 at which sI,(m? ),n,j = min{sI,m,n,j }m
m=1 ,
?
whereas the worst scenario occurs when m = m0 , which
0
corresponds to sI,(m? ),n,j = max{sI,m,n,j }m
m=1 . For an
?
arbitrary m , the resulting observed interference power at the
jth device to be served through D2D path can be written as

Pr sI,(m? ),n,j < x||M1,j | = m0
=

×

`1
m0 X Y
X
`1 =m? S`1 p=1
m0
Y

Pr{sI,mp ,n,j < x}

(1 − Pr{sI,mp ,n,j < x}).

(19)

p=`1 +1

The
sum
S`1
extends
over
all
permutations
(m1 , m2 , . . . , mm0 )
of
1, . . . , m0 ,
for
which
m1 < m2 < · · · < m`1 and m`1 +1 < · · · < mm0 . For the
0
special case of identically distributed {sI,m,n,j }m
m=1 , (19)
reduces to

Pr sI,(m? ),n,j < x||M1,j | = m0

m0 
X
m0
`
=
[Pr{sI,m,n,j < x}] 1
`
1
?

Using
the results in (15) and (16) into (14), the term

Pr γSINR,j < x||M1,j | = m0 , |N(1) | = n(1) can be quantified. Under the special case that all possible D2D paths are
identically distributed, it can be obtained that

Pr γSINR,j < x||M1,j | = m0 , |N(1) | = n(1)
Z +∞
`1 =m

n
= m0
Pr{sD,(1),n,j < (t + σ 2 )x} (1)
m −`
× [1 − Pr{sI,m,n,j < x}] 0 1 .
(20)
0

h
im0 −1  d
× 1 − Pr{sI,m,(n(1) ),j < t}
Pr{sI,m,(n(1) ),j < t} dt. Now considering the identification of channel to establish
dt
the D2D path to the jth device, and under the effect of
(17)
imperfect channel identification for an arbitrary m? -indexed
The unconditional statistics of γSINR,j can be then obtained device identification, and for given cardinality of the set of
as
unused channels by the m? th device |N(m? ) | = n(m? ) , define
sD,(m? ),(1),j ≤ sD,(m? ),(2),j ≤ · · · ≤ sD,(m? ),(n(m? ) ),j that is
Pr {γSINR,j < x}
n(m? )
obtained by arranging {sD,(m? ),n,j }n=1
in increasing order
1
=
of magnitude. The best scenario is when n? = n(m? ) at
1 − [Pr {|M1,j | = 0} + Pr {|M1,j | = M }]
n(m? )
which sD,(m? ),(n? ),j = max{sD,(m? ),n,j }n=1
, whereas the
M
−1
X
?
1
worst scenario occurs when n = 1, which corresponds
×
n(m? )
to sD,(m? ),(n? ),j = min{sD,(m? ),n,j }n=1
. Then, for an
1 − Pr{|N(1) | = 0||M1,j | = m0 }
m0 =1
?
,
the
statistics
of
the
received
desired
power at
arbitrary
n
N
−1
X

the
jth
device
can
be
expressed
as
×
Pr γSINR,j < x||M1,j | = m0 , |N(1) | = n(1)

n(1) =1
Pr sD,(m? ),(n? ),j < x||M1,j | = m0 , |N(m? ) | = n(m? )
n(m? )
× Pr{|N(1) | = n(1) ||M1,j | = m0 }Pr {|M1,j | = m0 } , (18)
`2
X XY
=
Pr{sD,(m? ),np ,j < x}
where the conditional statistics of γSINR,j in this case are given
`2 =n? S`2 p=1
in (14) or (17). The preceding results include two important
n(m? )
Y
cases as limiting scenarios. Specifically, the first case is when
×
(1 − Pr{sD,(m? ),np ,j < x}).
(21)
the available devices and their associated unused channels are
p=`2 +1
used to improve the desired power level at the served device,
whereas the second case is when the devices and their unused The
sum
S`2
extends
over
all
permutations
channels are exploited to minimize the interference effect on (n1 , n2 , . . . , nn(m? ) )
of
1, . . . , n(m? ) ,
for
which
the served device.
n1 < n2 < · · · < n`2 and n`2 +1 < · · · < nn(m? ) . For

?

The received SINR at the jth device for arbitrary identifications of the device and channel indexes can be expressed
as
sD,(m? ),(n? ),j
γ
eSINR,j =
,
(23)
sI,(m? ),(n? ),j + σ 2
where the statistics of sI,(m? ),(n? ),j and sD,(m? ),(n? ),j for
given |M1,j | and |N(m? ) | are in (19)–(22) for different statistical properties of interference powers and desired powers on
possible D2D paths as seen by the jth device, respectively.
The conditional statistics of γ
eSINR,j can now be obtained as

Pr γ
eSINR,j < x||M1,j | = m0 , |N(m? ) | = n(m? )
Z +∞

=
Pr sD,(m? ),(n? ),j < x(t + σ 2 )||M1,j | = m0 ,

1
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n

(m )
,
the special case of identically distributed {sD,(m? ),n,j }n=1
the result in (21) reduces to

Pr sD,(m? ),(n? ),j < x||M1,j | = m0 , |N(m? ) | = n(m? )
n(m? ) 
X n(m? )  
`2
Pr{sD,(m? ),n,j < x}
=
`2
`2 =n?

n ? −`2
× 1 − Pr{sD,(m? ),n,j < x} (m )
.
(22)
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Figure 2. Average number of unused channels by the m1 th device whose
index belongs to the set M1 and it is fully served by BS versus the device
capacity threshold for different number of independent interference sources
experienced by that device on each physical channel.

0

|N(m? ) | = n(m? ) fsI,(m? ),(n? ),j (t)dt.

(24)

in which the first term in the integrand is given
in (21) or (22), and fsI,(m? ),(n? ),j (t) defines the
distribution of the observed aggregate interference
power at the served jth device under imperfect D2D
path identification scenarios,
  which can be obtained as

d
fsI,(m? ),(n? ),j (t) , dt
Pr sI,(m? ),n,j < x||M1,j | = m0 ,
with Pr sI,(m? ),n,j < x||M1,j | = m0 be given in (19)
or (20). The unconditional statistics of γ
eSINR,j can be then
obtained as
Pr {e
γSINR,j < x}
=
×

1
1 − [Pr {|M1,j | = 0} + Pr {|M1,j | = M }]
M
−1
X
1
m0 =1

×

1 − Pr{|N(m? ) | = 0||M1,j | = m0 }

N
−1
X


Pr γ
eSINR,j < x||M1,j | = m0 , |N(m? ) | = n(m? )

n(m? ) =1

× Pr{|N(m? ) | = n(m? ) ||M1,j | = m0 }Pr {|M1,j | = m0 } ,
(25)
where the conditional statistics of γ
eSINR,j in this case can be
obtained from (24). Further details are omitted herein due to
space limitation.
V. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
Some numerical examples on the findings of this paper are
presented. It is considered that there are multiple interference
sources affecting data link on each physical channel as seen
from ready-to-cooperate devices in the set M1 . Moreover,
transmit powers are given in unit of µW and separation

distances between devices and BS as well as among devices
in D2D network are given in meters, unless stated otherwise.
Fig. 2 shows the average number of unused channels by
the m1 th device whose index belongs to M1 and it is fully
served by BS versus the device capacity threshold, for different
number of independent interference sources experienced by
that device on each physical channel. It is noted that when
the capacity threshold is very low, the device will likely use
only one channel to meet its capacity demand, and hence the
average number of unused channels will be approaching its
maximum value of N − 1. This appears for all considered
cases of the number of interference sources per each channel
as long as the capacity threshold is very low. However, the
increase in the capacity threshold of that device demands more
channels to be used, wherein the impact of the number of
independent interference sources becomes more noticeable.
More interference sources per channel leads to less number
of unused channels as the device will need to compensate for
the increase in the interference effect. The number of unused
channels appears to drop sharply as the capacity threshold
becomes greater than 1 b/s/Hz, where the effect of interference
sources grows significantly.
Fig. 3 explains the impact of imperfect D2D path identification on the outage probability of the jth served device in
M2 ) through a provisional D2D path. The results compare
between the optimal SINR-based identification (shown for
comparison purpose) and joint D2D path identification scheme
under perfect as well as imperfect identification scenarios.
The SINR-based D2D path identification maintains a clear
performance advantage over the joint D2D identification under
perfect operation. However, this may not hold true under imperfect D2D identification, as when SINR-based identification
operates with the worst device-channel pair scenario (case of
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Figure 3. Outage probability of the served device (i.e., the jth device in
class M2 ) through provisional D2D path. The results compare between the
SINR-based and joint D2D path identification scheme under perfect as well
as imperfect identification scenarios.

n? = m? = 1). However, for the joint D2D identification
under this scenario, the case of m? = 1 is exploited to
identify the device with the lowest possible interference power
effect on the jth served device, while the case of n? = 1
represents the worst channel identification scenario. Therefore,
under imperfect D2D path identification, the usefulness of
the joint D2D path identification can be observed, which can
outperform the SINR-based identification.
Fig. 4 discusses further the impact of imperfect joint D2D
path identification on the outage probability of the jth served
device in M2 ) for different imperfectness scenarios. Compared to the perfect joint D2D path identification scenario
when m? = 1 and n? = |N(1) |, other imperfect scenarios
in the figure show degraded outage performance of the jth
served device. The amount of performance loss relative to the
perfect operation case is directly related to the device and/or
channel identification accuracy. Their performance outcomes
will be bounded between that of the perfect device and channel
identifications and that of simultaneous worst device (case
of m? = |M(1,j) |) and worst channel (case of n? = 1)
identifications.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented new approaches for underlay D2D
operation in downlink spectrum-shared heterogeneous cellular
networks. It developed detailed explanations for active devices
according to their experienced BS coverage, their capabilities
to be served by the BS, their abilities to achieve their individual
capacity demands, and their needs of spectrum resources.
The initiation of D2D cooperation has been conditioned on
a provisional spectrum access at an active device. Based on
this, D2D path identification scheme has been proposed and
quantified for both perfect and imperfect operation conditions.
Selected numerical results have showed how the mode of
operation and the resulting formulations impact the achieved
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Figure 4. Impact of imperfect joint D2D path identification on the outage
probability of the served device (i.e., the jth device in class M2 ) for different
imperfectness scenarios.

performance of served device through the proposed provisional
D2D path identification.
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